A Guide to Mapping the Whole Enterprise to Support Business Transformation

Enterprise Evolver- An App to Map the Whole Enterprise and to Manage Complexity

Note: This guide is applicable for our Enterprise/Cloud offering.
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Understand Enterprise Evolver Offerings

- **5 Pillars of Enterprise Evolver Offerings**
  - **Configuration** – Flexibility to configure any business part and relationship; full support for meta model.
  - **Designer** – Easy and intuitive modeling experience to perform capability based planning, business change modeling, road mapping and architecture.
  - **Coherence Dashboard** – Visualize all hierarchy and relationship data from one simple coherence dashboard.
  - **Insight Analyzer** – Many analytical options. Filters, Search, Dependency analysis deliver all the details you need to effectively analyze and manage business transformation changes with Insight Analyzer.
  - **Collaboration** – Add users to your account with different roles. Easy to share, present, print and architecture maps, reports and graphs in near real time. Export data for use in other tools.
Who Can use

- Enterprise Evolver is designed specifically to empower employees to be more creative and more productive at a whole new scale.
- It allows business and IT professionals – Product Managers, Business Consultants, Enterprise Architects, Business Architects, Business Analysts, IT Managers and Business Designer to manage business change using capability based planning and business change modeling.
- The maps and architecture created in Enterprise Evolver helps to manage the details so you can focus on what matters most: understand gaps, identify duplicates, visualize complexity, fathom unknown, enable customer experience for journey focused innovation and see how value flows across organization.
- Use Enterprise Evolver to map a customer journey or a capability model or a strategy and bring to life all the enterprise data and relationship accessible anywhere employees may be, with an engaging, intuitive user experience.
How It Works - Employee Journey

### Landing Page
- Landing Page - A page to define your organization
- Account Page - A place to maintain your account information, add new user, change subscription, cancel subscription and update your credit card information.

### System Editor
- Concept Model (Meta Model) - A place to maintain relationship between business parts (e.g., Strategy, Goals, Capability, People etc.). Users can create new business parts and new relationships.
- Concept Model Visualization - A data driven visual map to visualize the meta model.

### Designer
- Designer offers a place to capture your hierarchy relationship using import files, visual mapping or creating manually. Capture capability model, capability analysis, planning, capability change management, application model, technology model, product model m roadmaps and more.

### Visualization and Analysis
- Evolver offers three main Modules (Coherence Dashboard, Insight Analyzer, Reports) to visualize and analyze data captured through Designer.
- Users can create a big picture by combining various maps data into a network graph to perform complex analysis and to gather insight to comprehend enterprise reality. Reports feature can be used to quickly generate HTML reports and extract data into excel. Coherence Dashboard offers a simple visualization to visualize hierarchical and relationship data from one simple dashboard.
Getting Started with Enterprise Evolver

- Create a new organization from the landing page to access the main modeling area to perform strategic planning, road mapping, architecture and mapping
  - Evolver takes the complexity of performing strategic planning, creating models and maps from you by providing many features to quickly jump start this process.
  - Use any business category and simply from the context menu start capturing hierarchy and relationship
  - You can start with customer journey mapping which is seen as an ideal starting point to comprehend your business from your customer’s perspective, or start with strategy/capability mapping to capture the essence of your business.
  - Designer Editor provides easy to use editor to import, capture data and relationship among various business parts/categories. Use Designer to perform capability modeling, capability analysis, capability heatmapping, capability gap analysis, capability change modeling and capability roadmapping.
  - Captured data can then be visualized using three different modules – Coherence Dashboard, Reports and Insight Analyzer
Steps to Map and Architect your Business

- Simple 8 steps to manage business change
  - Use Designer to create capability model and resource models (People, Technology, Application System etc.)
  - Score capabilities using qualitative assessment from many capability dimensions
  - Generate capability heatmap to reveal focus areas
  - Create capability as-is and target assessment and perform gaps
  - Prioritize capabilities for improvements and model business change by creating capability increments.
  - Score dimension area for each capability increment and create capability radar view to visualize how a capability will evolve.
  - Define transformation initiative for capability improvements and create capability driven roadmap.
  - Create enterprise architecture to support business transformation initiative.
Visualize and Collaborate

- Add users to your account and collaborate in near real time.
- Create and present customized views of enterprise data that are most relevant to your audience, from capability map, to customer journey maps and solution blueprints.
- Print and Share maps as a PDF document.
- Perform what-id analysis and identify patterns, issues and risk in your enterprise network.
Use Enterprise Evolver to Map all Business Parts and Visualize Complexity and Comprehend the Reality of your Enterprise!

Create Business Capability Model to Support Business Transformation and to Enable Customer Experience for journey focused innovation!

A Forward-thinking Strategic Planning, Business Modeling and Enterprise Architecture solution for your business transformation arsenal!

Subscribe Today!